
High marks for performance,
no marks on the bridge of the nose

*internal data on file..

Easy to use 
with one modular 

frame for all 
cushion sizes

Quick disconnect

Sizing gauge 

Soft,  
comfortable fabric straps

Quick  
release clips 

for easy on  
and off

Innovative 
under-the- 
nose design

prevents red marks on the  
bridge of the nose and gives  
your patient the widest field  

of vision of any of the  
leading full-face  

masks*

Large headgear 1090696

Standard headgear 1090697

Small cushion 1090692

Medium cushion 1090693

Large cushion 1090694

Quick release tube 1090689

1090699 

Headgear clips x 2 1090698

Mask with headgear International (2) Global (1)

Small 1090662 1090602

Medium 1090663 1090603

Large 1090664 1090604

Amara View
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Helpful tips
Here are some tips to keep 
in mind when fitting and 
using the Amara View sleep 
therapy mask.

Unlike most full face masks, the cushion size for 
Amara View is determined by measuring the depth 
of the nose using the simple sizing gauge.

Just place the sizing gauge under your nose 
without pushing against the cheeks and the tip of 
the nose will indicate whether they need a small, 
medium or large cushion size. If you measure close 
to the threshold always choose the smaller size.

Press the headgear clips 
into place to connect.

Fitting instructions

For more fitting tips, find out how to adjust for leaks or cleaning instructions, please 
take a look at our video guides, visit: www.sleepapnea.com/products/masks/

Loosen the headgear.
Twist the headgear clips 
to disconnect.

Choose the cushion size 
that covers the mouth 
and sits at the nose base.

Gently holding the mask 
against the face, pull the 
headgear over the head.

Ensure the nose is over 
(not inside) the cushion 
nostril opening.
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Pull back the headgear 
tabs to evenly adjust the 
top and bottom straps.
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Adjust the crown strap so 
the headgear sits loosely 
and comfortably.
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Connect to a working 
CPAP machine to make 
final adjustments.
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(1) Global: Brazilian Portuguese, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Spanish.

(2) International: Arabic, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, 
Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Kazakh, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, 
Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, Ukrainian.


